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QUESTION 1

Which two are objectives of the Abstract Factory pattern? 

A. To create whole-part hierarchies 

B. To create families of related objects 

C. To enforce dependencies between concrete classes 

D. To specify the types of objects to create by using a sample instance 

E. To separate the construction of a complex object from its representation 100% Real QandAs | 100% Real Pass 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 2

Your company has been using the ACME database vendor for many years. Recently, it started considering a migration
to the XYZ database vendor, who uses different SQL dialed. The SQL engines in ACME and XYZ have significant
differences in performance when executing the same SQL queries? 

Which is the best persistence technology for database migration? 

A. JPA 

B. JDBC 

C. CMP entity bean 

D. JDBC row set XML serialization 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Which statement is true about the use of security-related annotations in an enterprise bean? 

A. They can be used to specify permissions only on business methods. 

B. They can be used to specify permissions on a class or its business methods. 

C. They can be used to change an authentication mechanism. 

D. They can be used to acquire a secure connection using SSL. 

E. They can be inherited from a parent abstract class. 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 4

The integration team has reported a problem in testing a few deployed MDBs. By design, each MDB listens to one of
four named queues. Two producers write messages to each queue. The test issues messages of the same payload
type that each producer will send, but varies the number or size of these messages to measure the messaging server\\'s
performance. 

The team has noticed that the utilization remains at the same high rate any time the test writes messages destined for
the third MDB. The message server log does not reveal any failure in sending messages to this MDB. Which
anticipation expresses cause for this condition? 

A. Hot Potato 

B. Leaky Abstraction 

C. Cache less Cow 

D. Golden Hammer 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Which two statements are true about the timer service of a business component container? 

A. Timed notifications for all types of session beans can be scheduled by using this service. 

B. When the server is shut down, the timer is persisted automatically and becomes active again when the server is
restarted. 

C. Each instance of message driven beans has unique timers. 

D. When stateful session bean instance is removed, the container detaches the timers associated with the instance and
allocates them to the new instance. 

E. When a transaction is rolled hark, the timer creation within the transaction is also rolled back. 

Correct Answer: BE 
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